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 MINUTES OF THE CITY COUNCIL 
MEETING OF THE 

PRAIRIE VIEW CITY COUNCIL 
OF WALLER COUNTY 

February 24, 2020 
 
 

  
 

Call to Order by Mayor Allen @ 6:04 p.m. 
 

Roll Call/Certification of Quorum by Allison Bynum: CC Rowland, CC Jones, CC Williams and CC Wallace 
were present. City Attorney Griffin was also present. CC Randle was not present currently. 

 

Invocation and Pledge: Pastor 
 

Public Comments: 
 

Minutes 

1. CC Rowland motioned that was second by CC Jones to approval of City Council updated Special 
Meeting Minutes dated December 16, 2019. 

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
_Y__CC Randle    __Y__CC Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 

Motion Passed 

2. Discuss and take action on the approval of City Council Meeting Minutes dated February 10, 

2020. CC Jones motioned that was second by CC Wallace to move Item 2 to the next Agenda. 

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
_Y__CC Randle    __Y__CC Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 

Motion Passed 

Items of Community Interest 

3. Mayor discussed meeting with WISD Superintendent H. T. Jones Elementary Flooding, meeting 
with WISD Superintendent Moran  
 

4. Mayor discussed commercial meter readings H. T. Jones Elementary and other residents water 
bill issues, including commercial meters  
 

5. Presentation and discussion by Trilogy on the recommendations for changes to the City 
Regulatory and Development Ordinances.  

 

*Mr. Underwood, “When we first started working for Prairie View we did notice a difference in the 
ordinances and how current they were, or NOT current. Some of the ordinances haven’t been updated 
since the 70’s which is about the age of the city. In that conversation, like the Mayor said, we initially 
started out trying to update each one. We found that to be tedious, overwhelming, and quite costly. The 
Mayor did come up with the idea of looking at other cities to see if we could just, in one fell swoop, just 
take their ordinances knowing that theirs have been recently updated. That was safe to save some money 
and some time. You have to sort of tweak them to your own specific needs here, but it would be a lot 
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shorter process to bring your ordinances up to date. What we did do, we looked at 10-12 cities from the 
start and after consultation with the Mayor we narrowed that down to three different cities. We then did 
a deeper dive into their ordinances and literally did a side-by-side comparison of how their ordinances 
were written on specific topics, especially as it related to water, wastewater as it as it related to detention 
ponds, and as it permitting; those are the issues that we ran across the most recently. After that review of 
their information, what we found was the Jersey Village appeared to be the best fit. That’s our 
recommendation to the city. I think we need to provide you guys Jersey Village’s ordinances. It’s a lot to 
take in. I don’t know if everybody has perfect reading in the evening when their trying to relax. 
*Laughter* Ordinances aren’t the best read documents. It’s not a novel by no stretch, but we did take the 
time to do it and Jersey Village’s ordinances have what’s updated in 2011 and some of them appear to be 
adopted from the city of Houston but tweaked to a small city, which I think works well for this 
community. We have had cities that have gone through a growth spurt, similar to what you are going 
through here. Our suggestion is Jersey Village.” 

 

*Mayor, “Now when you say they have been updated since 2011, but unlike ours they’ve been codified in 
other words updated as laws changed, so overall more current.” 

 

*Mr. Underwood, “That is correct. Coded ordinances change yearly if not more than that. The city of 
Houston, after Hurricane Harvey, everybody started updating a whole lot of different stuff to bring things 
up to the issues that were brought to light after Hurricane Harvey. They (Jersey Village) are the most 
current ones outs of the three that we looked at.” 

 

*Mayor, “Council, any questions or thoughts? I know you may want to take a look at it, but as we get to, 
can you send us the link to Ms. Bynum? She will send it out to all of us and then people will take a look at 
Jersey Village.” 

 

*CC Rowland, “In the ordinances, as far as the scope of work or the direction, we are focusing on the 
permitting process and inspection correct? Because part of this is policy and then part of this is process in 
the office. We don’t have the 20 people that Jersey Village has in the office or the 100 people like the city 
of Houston.” Summarized- Trilogy knows Prairie View and can give the recommendation and be able to 
help with the processing and posse piece to work hand in hand. 

 

*Mayor. “We want to send to the council in that way because Ms. Goodman is going through our 
ordinances for a few reasons a few different times, but again you’ll be able to see the overall. What we is 
codify and bring it down to and change what’s relevant to us as oppose to running into and constantly 
getting calls and emails about ‘we follow what you said but what you said is online and it’s wrong’. So if 
you will share with us that information so we’ll have an opportunity to have it reviewed by everyone 
including council and see how we can adjust it to the city.” 

 

*Mr. Underwood, “The way we approached it when we looked at it from who’s going to be the end user 
of these documents, can the development pick it up, understand it, and comply with it.” 

 

*Mayor, “And is it current.” 
 

*Mr. Underwood, “And the staff that we do have here in the city, do they understand them themselves so 
that they enforce the ordinances. That comes after you determine whether these are the right ones for 
you.” 

 

*Mayor, “Now, we use Franklin. Did you happen to notice that Jersey Village uses Franklin? Again we 
want to make sure. Take a look at who is their updated service so that we can make sure ours stays 
updated once we get an updated set. From a policy standpoint you can see how best can be handled once 
it’s implemented. 

 

*Mr. Underwood, “I will send out the email tomorrow.” 
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*CC Randle arrived @ 6:15 

6. CC Randle motion that was second by CC Rowland to table Item 6 Presentation by Council 
member Randle and USW regarding Smart Meters until the next CC Meeting 

 

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
_Y__CC Randle    __Y__CC Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 
 

Motion Passed 
 

7. Mayor motioned to carry over Item 7 $42,000.00 Hurricane Harvey Infrastructure Grant update 
to the next CC Meeting 

 

8. Mayor discussed Texas General Land Office, $4 Billion in New Hurricane Harvey Grants 
Opportunity  

 

9. Mayor discussed New Hotels update  
 

10. Mayor discussed Shell Gas Station Convenience Store with BBQ, Mexican Food & Checkers 
Restaurant, update  

 

11. Mayor discussed Mellon Foundation Grant, PVAMU Student Project, update 
 

12. Mayor discussed Panama', City of PV, PVAMU Trade Mission: 2 Groups Professors, Students 
going to Panama in May 2020  

 

13. Mayor discussed Legacy of Prairie View Student Housing  

Presentations and Reports:  
 

14. Sworn in by Judge Alexander at last CC Meeting Swearing-In Ceremony of Kenny Lopez as Chief 
of Prairie View Police Department  

 

City Council Reports 

Mayor’s Report 

Department Reports 

15. Chief Lopez gave his departmental updates: Police Chief Report Update for the last 30 days  

 Public Hearings 
  None at this time 
 

Ordinances 

16. CC Randle motioned that was second by CC Rowland to approve Item 16 Water Tap Fee, Sewer 
Tap Fee and Grease Trap Fees Ordinance 2020-0224-002 

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
_Y__CC Randle    __Y__CC Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 

Motion Passed 
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17. CC Jones motioned that was second by CC Rowland to approve Item 17 Notice of Water 

Disconnection Ordinance 2020-0224-003 

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
_Y__CC Randle    __Y__CC Williams 

         Y     CC Wallace 

Motion Passed 

Resolutions 

  None at this time 

Other Action 

 

18. CC Randle motioned that was second by CC Wallace to approve the Amended Joint Election 

Agreement with Waller County Election Administrator – Days of the Week for Early Voting 

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
_Y__CC Randle    __Y      Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 

Motion Passed  

19. CC Randle motioned that was second by CC Rowland to make an Amendment to November 24, 

2015 Agreement with Bureau Veritas to extend Building Official duties and related fees for an 

additional period of sixty (60) seventy-five (75) days. 

*CC Rowland request Bureau Veritas Agreement be Amended from 60 days to 75 days 

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
_Y__CC Randle    __Y      Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 

Motion Passed 

20. CC Wallace motioned that was second by CC Randle to table Item 20 to Discuss and take action 

on putting out an RFP for Building Inspector to next meeting. 

*CC Williams, “This was a job announcement that myself and CC Jones have been talking about working 

on for quite some time. I went to both cities, Waller and Hempstead, just to get some input from their 

current inspectors that they have for the job, and one of the ones said it was very important for a building 

inspector to have somebody here when Beer Veritas is not available. That person needs to be the one to 

approve all permits and give out all permits. He said we can look at full-time or part-time; it is up to us. I 

developed the job announcement and I brought it back last council meeting to see if we can make any 

changes they wanted to make and take away what happened and then possibly for us to get someone in 

because when Beer Veritas is not here then things get dropped and things don’t happen. We need 

somebody in house. Whether we decide to have them full-time or part-time.” 

*CC Rowland, “’We have been talking about this for some time. Did we have a specific kind of job salary? 

Currently, if you do the math on the current with Beer Veritas and they are a little on the high-end, do 
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they have the capacity? It’s about $63,360 and that’s for part-time. So the question is we have to get in 

our mind what direction we want to go in. I think the job announcement that CC Williams and CC Jones 

put together is good; we just have to get a salary range, because again we’re paying $60,000 based on 

part-time work. They have the capacity so we need to make sure we have the funds moving forward. 

*Mr. JJ, Budget amount $38,600. 

*CC Rowland, “Before we hire the person full-time the we go into differentiating between what Bureau 

Veritas does in their inspection piece that connects to what we want our building inspector to do, because 

their different. Right now what we’re paying their connected, so we’re paying them to go back and give us 

something they did.  

*CC Jones, “So we can close, what exactly you want to see?” 

*CC Rowland, “In our process Bureau Veritas has their checklist that we approve that they’re using for a 

building.” 

*CC Randle, “Clearly defined role between Bureau Veritas and the Building Inspector” 

*CC Rowland, “So like, 1-5 Bureau Veritas does that part. The Building Inspector if their only doing the 

permit, their now going to take this role that currently is being done by Ms. Cortez or she’s assembling the 

things and I don’t know who’s doing it. Right now Bureau Veritas is doing it. They get the packet and then 

disseminate to the engineer, Public Works that process. That would be the building inspector. Which 

means that if we say a permit application or that process would not move until the inspector touched it. 

 __Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
__Y__CC Randle   __Abstain Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 
 

Motion passed 
 

21. Discuss, consider, and take action on written reports, cost (budget) and updates from Trilogy 
Engineering, Bureau Veritas, and USW for compliance with inspection and City Code standards 
or other City Code or standards non-compliance, especially as they relate to Life Safety and 
Health & Safety issues, and Attorney recommendations for compliance on Panther Hill 
Apartments, Campus Edge, and the Gates of Prairie View.  
 
a. Update to reports from Bureau Veritas on Cease and Desist order in place for Panther Hills 

Apartments; 

CC Rowland “Good evening as you know this is an item that we move forward, have been moving forward 
into talking about. I’m not sure why Bureau Veritas is not here and has not submitted anything so I want 
to definitely have that document for the record and if we can get an email letter sent to them because we 
pay them on two sides like we were just talking about; for them to not show up or send an email is 
definitely not a good use of tax payers money. So, I haven’t got a report Mr. Mayor that Bureau Veritas, 
did Bureau Veritas send/ issue you any updated information?  

Mayor “No, other than the normal things they send into the system. I haven’t received anything specific 
to tonight’s meeting.  

CC Rowland “Attorney Griffin did you receive anything in reference to Bureau Veritas”  

Attorney Griffin  “ I did not.” 
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CC Rowland “So is that the City Secretary, would you send the letter Bureau Veritas about this? We ask for 
them to be on, at the meeting.  

Attorney Griffin “At the next City Council meeting”  

CC Rowland “ Well we asked for them to be at this meeting right and so they didn’t send any information. 
So again, we pay them on two sides- we just talked about it. We want to make sure they know they need 
to communicate specifically since we have something on the - agenda that they have to- we are supposed 
to be getting information from them. So is that the Attorney or the City Secretary? I am trying to see how 
to make the motion or does the motion need to be made.  

 CC Randle “The Mayor sends the letter to Bureau Veritas- that’s what he’s requesting. It says that’s what 
we’re requesting at this meeting. You need to communicate to us either why you weren’t at the meeting 
or you need to submit information and re- request it. Like that would come from The Mayor.”  

Mayor “Does Bureau Veritas issue cease and desists? Because that’s what item one says update to report 
Bureau Veritas on cease and desist order in place for Panther Hill. I know we did one but-  

CC Randle “We issued it.”  

Mayor “It wasn’t done by Bureau Veritas was it.  

CC Randle “Bureau Veritas has the information that is necessary that is why the cease and desist was 
ordered.  

Mayor “Actually No, I think that’s trilogy on the retention pond, because we had two things it was the 
retention pond and the swimming pool. And neither one of those are Bureau Veritas because we already- 

CC Rowland “So there are some other things that Bureau Veritas had mentioned that hadn’t been done. 
And we’re saying that’s not the main reason the desist was ordered. We are saying they should have given 
us an update saying that we’ve received this, we didn’t receive this and everything’s going. So it’s on here 
this as a general for anyone who deals with them on a daily to be able to give us an update. 

CC Randle  “There are some Non-compliance forms for Bureau Veritas”  

CC Rowland “There was still some non-compliance on the R- we haven’t got the R&P  Master Plumber 
letters. We didn’t get an email saying that we received those, and there was some additional information 
that Bureau Veritas had documented. Let’s go to B., B was the update on Panther Hill Apartments water 
bill due to the City of Prairie View Amount of… So again, I want to bring this to the attention of the 
Mayor.”  

b. Update on Panther Hill Apartments Water Bill due to the City of Prairie View in amount of 
$100,000.00.  

Mayor “So the history of this goes back at least about twelve months, when they were built and opened it 
was around the time in dealing with a few things including the Texas Ranger investigation here at City Hall 
and that sort of thing. Then when it was brought to my attention that they had a billing issue- in looking 
at the history, it showed that their meter hadn’t been read for about five months. And then me and Ms. 
Durham had quite a few meetings, trying to understand it, sort it out, we tried to take the approach that 
we took historically on anyone because they had a lot of leaks- you know that because we had a lot of 
people come complaining, some of these were actually on the news. And we couldn’t quite figure out and 
then with the rereads- which is what that is when our guys go out and read a meter and the numbers 
come back off, we send them back out. We were having so many problems with the readings that we 
didn’t know where we were with this. Well long story short, fast forward, go back about six months or 
something like that I got with Mr. Bostic, and I was sharing to see if he knew a company, because we had 
issues with several- Brookside across the street to several now HT Jones Elementary they just kept 
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popping up. So I was looking for a company who audits the water bills, and hoping even with our quick 
water program that maybe the professionals in that area could maybe sort this out and tell us where are 
we. And Mr. Bostic said that was something they thought that you all could do. Mr. King why don’t you 
tell us your experience in trying to do that, because what we are trying to do is there’s a lot they had a lot 
of requests for leak adjustments - which is a common thing that the city does, these were just bigger.”  

CC Randle, “I think all they need to know is if they are paying the bill?”  

Mayor, “Oh yeah, well you’re looking at a $42,280 check right there. That was after the potential leak 
adjustments that sort of thing, but they’ve been paying bills as you see because the 42 zeroes out. Now 
what we have to do, and I spoke to Mr. Bostik about a week ago”  

Mayor, “If you go to page 2 go to page 2 and this is something that again I’ve got to get with the Water 
experts because we couldn’t put it together. And now as I shared with you in court the other day last 
week, you all take a look at this and tell us in your experience does this make sense; Because when you 
take the leak adjustments, well when you add up, well Ada Bennett is on there as an example of why this 
is a problem. We’ve had customers with a house get a ten thousand dollar a month water bill. So that’s 
why I was uncomfortable with some of this because our quick water system even according to Ms. 
Durham has been a problem- we’ve been having these issues for a while.” 

CC Rowland “Mr. Mayor it doesn’t even say anything about a ten-thousand-dollar water bill. The reason 
why I asked for this to be on here Mr. Mayor and the documentation provided to us is good, but we 
wanted to make sure that as Mr. Lever asked and as the citizens asked that the bill is moving forward. 
What I am reading though does not connect with what you’re saying. So, the bill that I just gave to 
everybody was printed it’s a date on there this is February 18th and it was 87,000- well you see the 
numbers on there. What I printed- single page? And so, I’m not understanding, The Mayor says they 
wrote a 42,000 thousand dollar check on the 21st which was this week Friday- which was Friday minus that 
they still owe forty some $45,000. What you’re saying is zeroed out, which means you made the 
adjustments which is on the second page for forty-five about forty 41,731 dollars and forty-five cents to 
zero out to zero and I’m not understanding like…” 

Mayor “No that hadn’t happened. This was recently received and again trying to arrive at some 
calculation but let’s take a look at what you just pointed out because I’m seeing this for the first time 
myself. When you look at the service from 1/5/2020- 2/5/2020 on both statements even the amounts are 
3,100 dollars apart.”  

CC Rowland “No it’s not, you look at the bill date. We’ve got two different dates meaning they use – there 
was some water that was used. There were some additional services which is why they’re 3,000 dollars 
off. Look at the current, if you look at the bottom, look at the current bills and the late fee there’s a 
difference in the time frame which is why it’s overlapped.” 

Mayor “Okay”  

CC Rowland “So if we stay on, if we just picked the one for the 8711 1752, this is what they currently owe.  
When we go to this check- this new check, I’m glad they paid something, for $42,280 which would be 
minus this. They still are $45,000 outstanding. And I want to be clear on page 2, you’re saying you haven’t 
done this or we are going to get to some resolution as you’re bringing this up to how we move forward- I 
think this is stamped today, so how are we going to give them this credit? Because you said they are 
zeroed out to zero…” 

Mayor “No, No, No I’m saying if this plays out with USW and all that based on the leak adjustments. The 
leak adjustments have not been given, but based on this calculation if these were right, they paid the 
balance and they’ve been paying along the way… We just couldn’t tell them how much they owe. But let’s 
go back to your statement though when you look at a bill date, we do not do a bill date that is thirteen 
days apart. You should have received the same 2/5/2020 bill date that the client received. You are looking 
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at a 2/18 date and you’re right there’s an amount because of the difference, but we don’t generate two 
dates in the same month, for the same bill, for the same client. I want to know how we got this because 
we don’t see this. The client has one bill dated February 5th and yours is dated 2018 why?”  

CC Rowland “I’ll tell you why because they came in and made a payment”  

Mayor “But that doesn’t change in that month, it’s still the same bill” 

CC Rowland “No they made a payment Mr. Mayor so let’s so when I received this as I was preparing for 
this meeting, they’ve made a payment that has reduced the amount. What you’re seeing here is current 
sewer water charges and you see current water charges and you see the total amount. You have the 
previous meter read which is 17888 and the current matches up the previous didn’t come over and so all 
it is- is they made a payment which reduced the amount. But again, which is the balance coming forward 
right now you say it says past due amount. Even with this- I don’t know what this check, because this 
check is, I guess it’s so current it’s not even updated on this is that correct Ms. Durham? It’s not even 
current on this so they still have $40,000 outstanding, but regardless of that I’m glad they made a 
payment, that’s why I put it on the agenda. The second piece is how we are going to rectify the leaks 
because you’re saying USW and all the other places, if you look at number 1 this has to do with when they 
were first building, that had nothing to do with what we were- what this council kept trying to talk to you 
about, and how did this so we’re saying that they use five point four billion dollars of gallons and they 
saying they didn’t use that but we got billed for that. The 38,000 on page 2 so is that something where 
we’re saying that when you say that...” 

CC Rowland “We are supposed to have a receivable and so what it means we would be missing a 
receivable in the water. So I’m just, on this 38,880 dollars we are saying that if this is supposed to be what 
is going to be talked about  that you said through USW in reference to number 1 that had to do with the 
conversation we’ve been having for the last three years in reference to Panther Hill and this whole 
process. I’m just simply asking we got this information and this is the first time of us seeing it, as you 
move forward to rectify this bill or the process- how or is this going to be special for Panther Hill or how 
are you going to do this to make sure this is across the board- the process  is the same across the board 
for anybody who has this issue?”  

Mayor “Let’s talk about that, Ms. Durham could you answer when someone has a leak, what the usual 
city process is and has been?”  

Ms. Durham “ What the process is, is you must have at least a six month average. And whatever that total 
comes out to be after the month applied times rate it is subtracted from what you were billed for. Okay 
now say for instance you have a leak adjustment, you must complete a leak adjustment form and submit 
that along with a copy of a receipt showing where you had a plumber come in and make those repairs. 
Now if you don’t have that, I mean we have given averages based upon a customers history.” 

Mayor “ And the problem we ran into when we first took a look at it, was because the city had not read 
the meters for five months we didn’t  have a prior six history plus the leaks in the early part but we didn’t 
even have a six  month history because there are five months of no readings.”  

CC Rowland “ Mr. Mayor what months are those because the…”  

Mayor “ Well I’ll tell you, August , because they opened in August, September, - October, November and 
December and their first bill- full bill was in January.”  

CC Rowland “ But Mr. Mayor in 2019, December no January 2020 Panther Hill came in and made a 
payment.” 

Mayor “ No they made a lot of payments”  
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CC Rowland “ Yeah they made a payment for four months, and so they haven’t been continuously paying 
the bill and so again I’m just clearly asking that we identify the process and that we stick to… that we… 
whatever the process is it’s fair across the board and that we identify so we can move forward. But if you 
could get us some more additional information- so their bill is not going to read $0, it’s going to read 
minus forty something and they’re going to have an outstanding bill until we come back and figure out 
what the leak.. and yeah.”   

Mayor  “Absolutely, but see now we got a few specifics that we never had before to give to our water 
experts and tell us. Because they were around through the Emergency thing and aware of a lot of leaks 
and what have you. And so, like I said we’re a lot closer but this is long concrete and we’ve got several 
folks who got unusually big bills and we are just trying to understand them. Just hoping AVR clears this up, 
while we clear this up, and we clear up others who’ve been put on a payment plan.” 

CC Jones “ Oh that was my question, I heard that we refer to quick water a lot and I think that about 3-4 
months ago the Council approved AVR so hopefully once AVR gets finalized and set  in place that we wont 
continue to face the same issue”.   

CC Randle  ‘How does the city determine whose responsible for the water leak? Because my 
understanding is if I have a water leak in my house and my bill runs up then I’m responsible for paying so 
how is that determined to where the city provides credit for water leaks. It was always understood that it 
was different or a city leak or a resident leak. Can you speak towards that?”  

Mayor “ Sure if it’s a city leak then the city is involved in repairing it. If it’s on the resident side then the 
resident is responsible for repairing it but the process for a leak adjustment Ms.Durham if you would 
share that with them because you’ve been over that a lot more than I have-  just the general process 
when someone has a leak how do we arrive at a leak adjustment you know the crediting of the sewage 
that type of thing?  

Ms. Durham “ Okay, again you turn in a copy of the receipt from when you pay a plumber to come to your 
house and make repairs. Complete the leak adjustment form. We do an average a six month average and 
we subtract that average from what you were billed, that the adjustment formula.”  

Mayor “ Go into the sewage part because you got the water and the sewage it’s not just the water. Go 
into the sewage adjustment type thing  

Ms.Durham “ Right right, we don’t adjust on the water side only on the sewer side, because that water 
goes through the sewer.  

Mayor “ And the premise of that is, they use the water so they get charged but because it didn’t go 
through the sewage system our system automatically calculates based on how much used. So if I use 1000 
gallons of water it will say 1000 gallons of sewage and it will charge you the sewage rate. Well on water 
leaks, that ain’t using the sewage so that’s what Ms.Durham is saying that what tends to be the predative 
portion, that which is in their bill that they take for-not technically but realistically did not use based on 
the sewer so your house if you normally use 1000  and you go to 2000 and you have a water leak; we 
would just charge you the normal 1000 for  water and sewage and the 1000 water and credit you the 
sewage because of your leak you didn’t use that sewage. So you didn’t use it, it’s not fair us to charge you.  

Ms. Durham “ But you don’t get a credit for then top costs for sewage, it’s only a portion of it.”  

CC Rowland “ They asked for an adjustment for sixty gallons. Like a sixty gallon tank like that’s a lot of 
water to say it was a leak- that wasn’t a leak. So part of it is if we adopt a process that connects back both 
residential and commercial the process that we’re outlining is the residential process, which is similar. But 
the question is Mr. Johnson had the city replaced- repaired any, had any maintenance done at by Panther 
Hill that’s on the City Side?  
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Mr. Johnson “Not to my knowledge”  

CC Rowland “So that means that it’s not a city problem. And so again, we want to be clear across the 
board and that the process here is outlined is how we do this and so whatever it is hopefully we can ask 
for the Mayor to bring this back and to come back at next City Council or however long it takes to get- 
whatever it takes to get the bill rectify the bill with the current rate reduced minus the $42,000 dollars 
they just paid today.”  

CC Jones “I move that we proceed with all… we not going to come up with a solution so Iet’s  go down to 
c. To go onto USW”  

c.  Update to reports from USW on Cease and Desist Order in place for Panther Hill Apartment; 

USW “ Review coming for Panther Hill Apartments also about Bostick couldn’t be here so he send his 
apologies. Panther Hill Apartments cease and desist continued development of poor construction on  
property also still have backflow prevention assembly on the report that was installed on the 19th of 
December last year update, there was a protest performed on a fire hydrant located in front of Panther 
Hill Apartments on February 11 2020 and we’re awaiting the final report from the Fire Marshall and at this 
court date. Campus Edge Apartments we conduct a site visit on the 21st of February. There’s a list station 
onsite at the Campus Edge Apartments but it’s not on the prints that we examine, so there’s a list station 
onsite at the campus and apartments but it’s not on the prints that mean…”  

Mayor “What’s the purpose of the list station?”  

USW “ It’s to move the solids sewage from sewage from one place to another” 

CC Rowland “ So they put that on them?”  

Mayor “ They always put that on them, if it’s on their property… 

CC Rowland/ Randle “But it’s not on the plans”   

CC Rowland “ So that goes back to the ordinances of penalties that we just talked about. So can you 
specifically give us this section, because that would be a penalty…”  

Attorney Griffin “ I think he did attach it to your packet. Its attached to the letter that he dropped too so 
it’s on there.”  

d. Update to reports from USW regarding Sanitary Sewer Line status for Campus Edge 
Apartments-USW contacted Broadway Construction and notified them that they will need to 
dig the line back up for USW to inspect the tie into the City sewer main. 

USW “ Also if you… I’ve been passing pictures of the retention pond also it’s pretty full, I just want to let 
you all know that. We’re requesting of the unearthing of the sanitary tie-in in order to inspect and verify 
it. This is a letter USW created to provide to Campus Edge Apartments and it states ‘to whom it may 
concern this letter is a reference to the Campus Edge Apartments Sanitary tie-in  to connect to the City of 
Prairie View Sanitary sewage system. Upon investigation USW along with the City has determined that 
the Sanitary tie-in was not inspected by a certified inspector. Photos of the tie-in clearly show that the 
connection was not done properly. According to Article 13.100 of the City of Prairie View’s ordinance 
states that it is unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to occupy or to rent any residential, 
commercial, or industrial building which is not properly connected with said water and sewer services. I 
read it again, According to Article 13.100 of the City of Prairie View’s ordinance states that it is unlawful 
for any person, firm or corporation to occupy or to rent any residential, commercial, or industrial building 
which is not properly connected with said water and sewer services. A violation of the provisions of this 
article shall constitute a misdemeanor and shall upon conviction be punished by a fine in accordance with 
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the General Penalty provisions set forth in section 1.109 of this code.’ That’s the letter, I don’t know if the 
Mayor is going to present it.”  

CC Rowland “ So the question is… Counsel what we… what is in their report  and we just needed some 
action, actually a letter to be sent to them for them. What we probably need to do put on there is a time 
and date put on there be done by such. Because we are requesting them to dig it up and I’m assuming 
that there’s a financial cost for them to do that. And so we want to give them, I don’t know how that 
process works but we would want to give them a time to get it done. The second part of that is Council 
Attorney Griffin on the penalties, this is something that we- is identifies in the report for USW’s for the 
last 3-4 months and so what do we need to do in reference to do we… I mean we want to be good 
neighbors we don’t want to start talking about violations at this moment. Do we send out the letter first 
to get it done and then we talk about how we rectify this issue?”  

Attorney Griffin “ So yeah, I mean citations under your city code are always discretionary. They never 
have to be done, typically that’s at an administrative level and not a City Council level, as to whether or 
not they’re charged. I think certainly it would be you know normal to include in that letter here’s the 
violation- and should this not be done within a 60-day period of time them we will look at further legal 
remedies including ordinance violations and other remedies by law.”  

CC Rowland “ So if you could do make the… The question I had though because this development only has 
the levy occupancy for the one building or the one does that impact us approving CO’s moving forward. 
Because remember we said they shouldn’t have been opening in the first place but then they move some 
people and people were allowed to move-in. And we’re saying that this should’ve been handled before. 
And so, do we base upon the time on moving forth between letting people get other occupants and CO’s  
based upon the 30 or 60 days we put into this letter.”  

Attorney “ Well at two meetings ago, the City Council had voted to direct the Mayor to do that, and I 
don’t know whether the Mayor has already done basically…It wasn’t a cease and desist, it was at the level 
of the Mayor. Where he would do a stop work order for anyone moving in wasn’t already moved in. And 
so, that- I don’t know if that was done or not. That was one of things that you were looking to if he hadn’t 
acted make it a termination that he had or had not acted under your charter.”  

Mayor “ This was I know Mr. Underwood and I and Mr. Peters we were dealing with some of the specific 
ordinance things and met with a guy and everything but honestly this wasn’t on the radar. We were 
dealing with several other things, so this hasn’t been done but now I can focus, because the other things 
have been done or are being done so we can give say 60 days or whatever and say just make sure it says 
it’s dug up and correctly inspected.”  

e. Update to reports from Trilogy Engineering on Cease and Desist Order in place for 
Panther Hills Apartments 

Attorney “ So it was 1/27 and it was based upon trilogies of engineering report, so what your motion was 
at that time was  direct the Mayor to regarding Campus Edge for a temporary suspension until number 
2,4,67&8 of that report were complied with and approved drawings by the City’s engineer, but that no 
one be kicked out and also no one come in, in the meantime. So that was 1/27 that you directed that”  

Mayor “ I know. No I was following Counsel’s directive that she read and that just wasn’t in there. 
Because like you said we’ve been talking about a lot of different things and we were sort of following the 
checklist, and I was following the checklist based on what we got from Counsel’s motion specifically.” 

CC Rowland “Do you think 30 days is a good time frame? Because again we are not doing this to be 
punitive- we are doing this because if you looked at the pictures they did a poor job even doing it 
connecting it to the City’s line. So that’s the public’s health- that was one of the reasons we brought it up.  
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CC Rowland “ So it’s thirty days and then the cost and so again what we don’t want to do, and I want to be 
very clear Mr. Mayor we when it was brought to our issue- our attention by USW on the backflow 
prevention that cost the city $20,000 that again bartered this conversation. Well asked if we had already 
set- we received a bill have we already sent to Campus Edge and Panther Hill- those are the two 
questions. And then, this is going to cost money and what we don’t want to do is the City front them any 
money for this project. So we want this done in thirty days, and they need to pay for it upfront. So if you 
can answer those three questions for us…” 

Mayor “ Well them doing it in thirty days and not being a construction person and all that whether I can’t 
say. We can get on them to get it done.”  

CC Rowland “ What about the two bills for the backflow, you said at the last month’s meeting and you 
were going to get on and get us the information and you’re going to send it out. Have you- has the letter 
been sent… 

Mayor “ I know… I know I’ll talk to them on this issue. I’d have to check and see if the check came in on it 
and then I’d know.  

CC Wallace “You told them that they need to pay the city back, correct?  

Mayor “ yes, and we’re working on them doing that but I don’t know because I don’t monitor all the 
checks that comes across the mail.”  

CC Rowland “ How were they told?”  

Mayor “ I told them in a meeting, when I told them we were going to meet with an engineer and to go 
through this process.”  

Mayor “ Because we’ve been sending all the other bills for different projects things like that, so if you can 
send that to Ms. Johnson, Ms. Johnson can invoice it.” 

CC Randle “How long does that take?”  

Comment “ Well she can just fix it right up, she can have it in one day, as long as the mayor approves.”  

Mayor “Can we make sure that this gets done- it’s been since January that this issue- we’ve brought this 
issue up, we know some things that’s happened… glad to see that the Mayor wants to stay on it but can 
we make sure this is done by the next City Council meeting, just to build going up.” 

CC Jones “Mr. King is 30 days’ time?”  

USW “That’s what I was thinking about… I’m not sure”  

CC Jones “45”  

USW “I would say you know kind of raise it up a little bit, just to give them adequate time to address the 
situation.”  

CC Randle “We are talking about the piping and everything in that situation. What is the process for the 
list station? Because it’s not on the plan, that means you all didn’t inspect it. So is that the same process 
with the list station as with the pipe, because you all have to inspect it?  

USW “Yes sir, it has to be inspected, it has to inspected. But not us it’s onsite, so Bureau Veritas or… ”  

Mayor “ So we don’t know if Bureau Veritas has inspected, we just know you all have to take a look at it.”  
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CC Rowland “But it’s not that. He said specifically not about the inspection is one thing, he says that it’s 
not on the plans.” 

Mayor “ Okay so then we are talking our engineer, having them add it to and update the sheet to reflect 
what it is, how it works, and all that stuff.”  

CC Jones “So are we going to ask for the 45 days to be sent out since we didn’t day the 30?”  

CC Wallace motioned that was second by CC Jones that the City move to send out a invoice to Panther Hill 
regarding the backflow by next week; CC Randle clarified the motion, and Campus Edge. 

USW “If I may address, since there were backflows installed at both locations there is a possibility of a 
thermal expansion. If I may read ‘ As discussed since there has been a backflow prevention assembly 
installed at the  meter for Panther Hill and Campus Edge they will now need to address the concern of 
thermal expansion. As designed the backflow prevents the flow of water from the private side to the 
public side creating a closed loop closing system, within that private water system; because of this closed 
loop they must now take measures to address thermal expansion.’ So because we’ve installed the 
backflow they got to address this issue now. ‘In most cases this is addressed by the installation of the 
thermal expansion tank on the cold water line at the water heater. In a couple of cases an MEP can 
provide documentation to the engineers, showing that there is sufficient linear footage of water line in 
the system along with a few other variables that will make up for thermal expansion based on the size of 
the water system. Then I list some codes here…” 

Mayor “Keep going. To the next paragraph you’re reading this into the records so continue”   

USW “Keep reading… ‘ I do not know specifics of these calculations. So I cannot elaborate the contractor 
will need to be aware of this situation to prevent any possibility of water heater having the capability of 
imploding or any other malfunction.”  

Mayor “Can you share with the Council and residents, what it is…” 

CC Randle “We have a motion on the floor.  

C Jones “Yeah we have a motion on the floor, can we carry out the motion, so that way we can continue 
to stay on subject?”  

*CC Wallace motioned that was second by CC Randle to receive invoices for backflows installed 
for Panther Hill and Campus Edge. 

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
__Y__CC Randle   __Abstain Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 

Motion passed 

CC Jones “ For 45 days”  

*CC Wallace motioned that was second by CC Jones to give 45 days to get the letter sent from 
USW, or the Mayor and get the work completed.”  

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
__Y__CC Randle   __Abstain Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 

 Motion passed 
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Mayor “Motion passed, now can you tell us what an MEP is on what you just read?”  

USW “It stands for the mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineer.” 

Mayor “Okay, so when you say in a couple of cases or most of the time, these specificities is not covered 
in our ordinances is that what I’m hearing?”  

USW “I haven’t seen it in the ordinance, No sir.”  

CC Rowland “ So the question I have, the thermal controls is on their piece not on the city piece and so it’s 
something that if it’s my property that I would’ve installed or had checked on because if something 
happens it’s going to impact my property not the city; but then when talk about implode and explode- if I 
heard that right… 

USW “Implode” 

CC Rowland “ Implode that means people get hurt, and so that’s safety and so the question is how do we 
communicate to them- is this something we need to communicate in writing, what they need to do in 
addition to not only covering that it’s that they- who checks it? So like say they do this or look at it- is that 
something Bureau Veritas is that the engineer is that USW who would check to see if they did this?  

USW “An inspector that dedicated to onsite inspection”  

CC Rowland “That’s Bureau Veritas so is that- Mr. Mayor?” 

Mayor “Councilman Rowland” 

*CC Rowland motioned that was second by CC Randle that Mayor Allen send a letter to Campus 
Edge and Panther Hill in reference to the thermal expansion control with a draft assistance coming 
from the City’s Attorney. For the letter to go out to make sure they’ve been notified about what 
has come up from USW” 

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
__Y__CC Randle   __Abstain Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 

 Motion passed 

CC Rowland “There was- is that all you needed in reference, Attorney Griffin the letter that’s all we 
needed to send to them? They’re going to come back and say it’s going to cost us $10,000 to dig this up, 
and so then we will say ‘hey you should’ve let us inspect it before you… that was the reason on why I 
wanted the letter, that why I want it on the agenda, because they’re going to say it’s going to cost and so 
over the 45 days I guess… Never mind the Mayor is going to handle it.”  

Attorney Griffin “It is an extraordinary measure for an extraordinary situation. That is not normal that 
they didn’t …. It is really not. And you might want to state that Mr. King state that for the record, this is 
very unusual.”  

Trilogy ‘And it’s even more than that, because it wasn’t on the drawings, we didn’t look to review their 
design. You don’t just take a list station and put it in, you have to design it, the design has to be approved, 
you have to do what is called service interior construction as they’re putting in as its looked at. There are 
things, they can give me the drawings now…”  

CC Rowland “But we don’t know because he supposed to check through  
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Trilogy “Well we never asked for the drawings, if we didn’t know it was there. We never asked for the 
specifics of the design of a list station; because it wasn’t on the drawings.”  

Trilogy “They should have design plans, and specs.”  

Mayor “So we’ll let you… because you know what you need, and you can copy me and send that request 
to them and then we’ll follow up like we did those other items.  

CC Randle “So do we not want to send a similar letter for the pipe about the list station?  

CC Rowland “Yes” 

Mayor “Why don’t we just include it in the same letter, make motions in a bunch of different letters?” 

*CC Randle motioned that was second by CC to reset the letter to Campus Edge Apartments 
regarding… Does the motion need to direct USW to draft the letter or I need to send it to draft the 
letter?”  

Attorney Griffin “ So no what I’m hearing, let me make sure I’m hearing this correctly; we have the draft 
letter from USW regarding the tie-in to the city’s portion of it. Separately you’re looking to trilogy to draft 
a letter to them regarding the design plan, specs, on the entire list station- so that would be trilogy, a 
separate letter.” 

Trilogy “The work that Trilogy is doing on the list station, will we be able to bill them for the work that 
trilogy is doing?” 

CC Rowland “Yes”  

Trilogy “So that should be in the letter” 

CC Rowland “ My next piece is that , based upon the cost incurred both for USW and trilogy and all the 
work that is related to Campus Edge and Panther Hill that we start to accumulate what our bill is going to 
be and have something to send to them that the Mayor could either negotiate what the payment would 
be; every time we have to double- check and triple- check, we’re being billed by a contractor and we need 
to pass that cost specifically since they knew about this some months ago. I don’t necessarily know how 
we get there but I know that needs to be in the motion.”  

CC Randle “So is there any way- you know because you send the city a bill, that you can line item or bill… 

Trilogy “I was already- I can do a line item”  

Mr. JJ “ Let me this come…It’s called a red tag and in order to get the red tag removed; then you pay for all 
the subsequent cost that you incur.  

CC Rowland “We could do that- I’ve just never- I don’t know if that’s been an option. That the mayor has – 
That we have exercised and that could be something. The question is we don’t want to displace -  part of 
it is we’re in a tricky situation we have people occupied both developments, the question that is going to 
come to head is that the tab of all the things we’re talking about is going up. The tab for the Attorneys 
who again it’s on here when we go through this cease and desist that costs money, that costs money the 
days it took for her to locate and get the information and so the question that we need to have 
specifically on the agenda for the next meeting is how do we start to recoup the costs that it has exceeded 
100,000 dollars and everyone’s cost specifically to Panther Hill and Campus Edge? And the question is 
again, is that something that again are we re-duplicating efforts because there was a engineer firm that 
got paid to do some of this- but if they didn’t catch it; then they should be the ones to- they have a 
professional severance bond, so again we need to have the conversation on what does that look like? I 
don’t want to get- I don’t think we need to get messy but I think we need to put it out there like every 
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time we ask someone to do a service there’s a cost that associated and we need to start getting the 
money.  

*CC Randle motioned that was second by CC Jones that Trilogy draft the letter to Campus Edge 
pertaining to the list station. 

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
__Y__CC Randle   __Abstain Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 

 Motion passed 

Mayor “I’s have it. I thank you of course for Trilogy engineering our cease and desist order is place with 
Panther Hill Apartments. “  

f. Update to reports from Trilogy Engineering on Civil Plans and compliance with City 
Ordinances for Campus Edge;  

Trilogy “Campus Edge Apartments we’ve had multiple meetings with the contractor, we’ve not yet been 
able to speak to the engineer for Panther Hill or Campus Edge.” 

CC Jones “Do you have the report that you’re reading?” 

Trilogy “This is an internal report drafted, I didn’t prepare a report Counsel,  I can prepare one.” 

CC Jones “Could you email that to me so that way, I can be privy to it?”  

Trilogy  “Yes, so I can- this is David Peters writing a memo to me. I can share that with you and email it to 
the City Secretary.”  

Attorney Griffin “So that’s a draft email that’s an internal document which is not a public record.”  

CC Randle “If you could just summarize what he said to your own documents with that, that would be 
understood- instead of sharing your own internal documents…” 

CC Jones “So that way it could be helping to be building officials to…” 

Trilogy “So there were multiple issues at Campus Edge, and I’ll just run down some of these: Some of the 
drawings were not legible- spoke to them about that, they reissued some drawings- still not legible. The 
drawings are actually are noted supposed to be 1 in. to 30 ft. it’s an engineering topic but it makes sense. 
But the drawings are actually 1 in. to 100 ft., the bigger it gets the harder they are. So we’re just going to 
have to ask them again to give us drawing that match the scale as it says on it- it says 1 in. to 30 but 
actually 1 in. to 100. So we’ll ask them to clarify that, the drainage patterns were placed on the new 
drawings- that’s one thing we can take on off of there. But the discharge pattern for the retention pond 
was also the drainage pattern was also placed on the drawings. There is an issue of this stuff discharging 
right into a TXdot right away- now they need to deal with TXdot with that, that’s not- that’s them and 
TXdot.  

CC Rowland “But that is illegal, but is that where they dug that ditch that cut the thing out the road and 
they have a little thing that goes onto the highway”  

Mayor “ Txdot that maybe be a txdot violation, they may be applying to txdot.” 

CC Randle “ So the displacement of the water.. right is that…” 

Trilogy  “ Our charter just asked them where its going on their drawing, right? They did that, now where 
it’s going is an issue that- they’re going to deal with Txdot. But we did point that out to them.”  
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CC Rowland “But don’t-we have a responsibility, how can we just say well…”  

Mayor “Well we don’t know if they’re applying for Txdot, that’s a whole part of the point, that’s a 
different process from the city.” 

CC Rowland “ But we’re saying it took us 24 month to even get the plans, to find out where it was at- and 
it’s not even connected…. 

Mayor “This place hasn’t even been around for 24 months.” 

Mayor “I know- it’s Campus Edge. It just got here”  

CC Rowland “ They’ve been working on this development for some time, but my question is we’re just 
getting an handle on what we’re saying we just got the plans he said the list station not even on the plans, 
but for this line that we’re talking about the retention in the previous agenda item we were talking about 
the conversation you had with Waller ISD and run-off water that has to do with the same- there’s a 
connection between the two. And so I’m trying to figure out you’re saying the responsibility we have, not 
that we have to notify them- but there’s not documentary anything that clears us from kicking the can 
down the road because what they did is they cut out a back part- that goes, the water now runs from their 
property onto US highway 290 if someone- all the did was dig it up. Now we don’t know if TXdot comes 
and ride by the highway to see ‘oh did someone cut it out’ but that’s definitely something that you’re 
saying we don’t have, that’s not our responsibility move on that’s it.” 

Attorney “ Well let me ask a question a little bit different, in your approval of the plans can you require 
that they shoe you- they have txdot approval, so that if it comes back later that Txdot says no, and there’s 
no drainage plan that you haven’t pre-approved?” 

Attorney Griffin “ So that’s my question to the engineer, so for other cities if it’s for example a street cut 
or something like that- we require that applicant prove to us that they have TXdot approval; I don’t know 
in this situation if that something that you would need not-  that you approve the engineering. That they 
show you a letter that it’s been approved by Txdot.”  

Trilogy “ Yeah so I’ll try to answer your question this way… on the issue we had where the gentleman over 
here of 1098 but in a covert and all of that, Txdot was aware of it, they didn’t say anything to us- because 
we didn’t have intergovernmental agreement, this is very similar to that. The stuff that they’re doing is 
fine with us, everything is fine- then it hits Txdot. There’s not intergovernmental agreement between us 
that say ‘hey you and txdot need to be talking back and forth to each other. Letting everybody know 
what’s going on.’ I’m not saying you should or shouldn’t because you don’t have paper work there but 
what are we violating by not doing that- I don’t know. Just like the situation on the road- TXdot didn’t say 
anything to us, I don’t know that they violated anything.  

CC Rowland “They did, because they didn’t have permit with the city. And the ordinance says that the City 
of Prairie View- just because Txdot gave you the go ahead, they still have to get approval from the City of 
Prairie View. That’s what our ordinance say.” 

Trilogy “That’s right, so in this particular case just because there’s nothing there. They still got to go get 
approval from TXdot- they do. I’m not saying they don’t have to get it, but in the absence of an 
intergovernmental agreement what is our obligation to make Txdot aware?  

Attorney Griffin “I don’t think that’s the question, I think the question is if TXdot winds up saying no, then 
do they have unapproved plans after you’ve approved them? So if you don’t have affirmative from Txdot, 
can you really approve it?  
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Trilogy “ Yeah, but the first big hurdle that they had to get passed I giving us drawings that were stamped 
and dated because otherwise you were looking at them for no reason at all. They did present to us 
stamped and dated drawings and now we can look at the specifics and say what’s wrong here and there.” 

Trilogy “An engineer can reseal drawings at any time they want to reseal them and they can date them at 
the date they resealed them.” 

CC Randle “I just want to know we are looking at the issue that are presented to us, how current they are, 
If they were staffed in the last 60 days- theses issues have been brought to the surface.” 

Mayor “So what you’re telling us with LJA engineering first got these plans, they’ve were redlining, 
unstamped by an engineer plans?” 

Attorney Griffin “  I think Mr. Underwood has previously told you that it’s not uncommon though to be 
working together prior to turning in the final stamped drawings, to get them collaboratively approved.” 

Trilogy “So the other problem out there is the pump at the retention pond, the contractor said they were 
going to redesign the pump- this Campus Edge before Campus Edge… I don’t want to mix the two but they 
actually redesign the pumps for both Campus Edge and Panther Hill. And they’re going to redo the 
drawings and present those drawings to us.” 

CC Rowland “Okay so both of these projects are on the ground, people live in them and we are still acting 
like this is just breaking dirt. And the basic questions we are asking are questions that should be 
resolved… and so when is the urgency and again we’ve been moving but we also are about to leave go 
into March.”  

Mayor “Mr. Underwood, were there some ordinance situation regarding the size and flow of the pump, 
was the engineer subjective or something like that- didn’t we run across something of that nature. Where 
our ordinances don’t really specify what is required of something.” 

Trilogy “Yeah, so the standard practice in the industry is has pumps that are capable of drawing down the 
retention pond within 5 days. So they had drawings that had 265 gallon per minute pumps, and if you put 
those together that’s more like 7 days.” 

Mayor “Okay so standard in the industry is one thing… what do our ordinances say?” 

Trilogy “The ordinances do not say…”  

Mayor “See that’s the problem” 

Attorney Griffin “No the problem was that there was no pump at all and that’s what City Council made 
them find it. Was on the discretionary….“” 

Trilogy “So there are two things, our approval of the design of what was supposed to be installed, and our 
review of that- we didn’t even think that what they designed was…Let alone that it hadn’t put in, but 
that’s not an ordinance issue they can’t do it in five days.” 

CC Randle “I’m just going to ask a question that separates… the project shouldn’t go forward without 
approval from the City experts, correct?”  

Trilogy “That’s correct.”  

CC Randle “A city expert is not going to approve a project that it doesn’t believe has the things that will 
coincide with how the city works.  

Trilogy “That’s correct.” 
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CC Randle “So it doesn’t matter about our ordinances, it about out experts looking at the plans and saying 
‘hey these pipes, are not going to be conducive to the flow of the water in our city so we’re not going to 
approve these plans until the developer agrees.’ See this is why we are in this problem, we are too caught 
up in ordinances and… this is about the city, and what flows best as our experts are saying XYZ doesn’t 
work. And so we shouldn’t be signing any plans, because at the end of the day- they’re trying to come to 
us to do business, and so they need to trying to do things that works for us and our city, and not be an 
hindrance. And right now we shouldn’t be signing off on any plans or any development until somebody 
says ‘oh we don’t approve these plans’- they go back and they fix that, that’s how the process is supposed 
to work.”  

Trilogy “Well if you start trying to write ordinances that are so specific, that you take away the 
engineering judgment of that profession…”  

CC Randle “I just wanted to be clear that, plans aren’t approved based on ordinances- it may be some 
influence of ordinances, but plans are approved based on the expertise of the people who are viewing the 
plans- and their knowledge of whatever city it is.  

Trilogy “That correct, but I think the issue here is when you start talking about issuing cease and desists 
and things of that nature- what’s you legal ramification, what’s your legal justification?” 

CC Randle “ Right so when you look at a cease and desist that the other end of the process, I’m talking 
about the beginning of the process- right before they even broke dirt we all should’ve looked at the plan- 
and if we didn’t sign off on the plan, they should’ve never been allowed to break dirt- correct?  

Trilogy “Well you, it is a question but let me try and answer it this way. LJA did review these drawings 
they had minor comments so they moved forward.”  

CC Rowland “ Right and that’s what I’m saying based upon all the iterations from your firm and what LJA 
got us,  so the comments that LJA gave us was just basic enough- and then we’re having to get our City 
Engineer, which you’re firm is saying there’s more things- and then they didn’t fix what LJA said, for them 
to fix. And we’re saying that currently where we’re at in the process for where people are moving in- how 
do we rectify the situation? And the only mechanic we had was either the cease and desist or the 
temporary which is currently both Panther Hill has one and Campus Edge has the other, but we’ve also 
been communicating with them in good faith- that they were going to fix these issues. You’ve been our 
city engineer for over six months and so your interactions with them- you’re saying they didn’t even get 
you back the plan… I mean.” 

Trilogy “ What I would say, because I’m looking at the comparison we were able to meet with the 
engineers for the Legacy Apartments today great meeting productive meeting, we have not yet been able 
to meet with the engineers for Panther Hill or Campus Edge. So you got a contractor talking with an 
engineer versus an engineer talking with an engineer.”  

CC Randle “I was just talking about the process in general not as far as it goes to these specifics, I think we 
get wrapped around… and we thinking about going forward, so the questions I was asking are how the 
process should work ‘ I wanted to build an apartment complex’ that; what the process should look like. “ 

Trilogy “And I would agree, and I think that process is playing out as it should on Legacy- this is an 
example of how the process should be thus far.”  

CC Jones “Where are we at now?” 

Trilogy “So the other outstanding issue was they have committed to redesigning the pumps for both 
Campus Edge and the Panther Hill- on the retention pond. There is a little bit of a concern when I saw 
those pictures you took, for the retention pond that thing is full. So my suggestion would be…” 
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CC Randle “The water is not flowing at all currently right?”  

Trilogy “It isn’t flowing and it’s in jeopardy It just rained in over two inches today. So one suggestion 
would be like they do at Panther Hill they bring in the temporary pump and they pump it down. And that 
give you some capacity for these rains that we get this time of year. I think that should be common 
practice until they get those pumps installed- the permanent ones installed.” 

CC Rowland “So is that a letter, not so what you’re saying is that they have to do a permit pump, permit 
pump is going to cost them some money… so an temporary pump which occurs an expense for them, are 
we saying that they should have temporary pumps and is that a request the a the City is making of them. “ 

Trilogy “Yes, that’s our professional opinion. Panther Hill is already doing that they bring in the pump- 
pump it down they’re draining it in the wrong direction…but they’re come out with the pump- pump it 
down, you really have a retention pond. But they don’t drain it all the way down then it keeps you really 
have a retention pond.”  

Attorney Griffin “So the original motion made in January is that it wasn’t done and there is non temporary 
suspension currently under the Mayors directive..” 

Attorney Griffin “No the City Council directed the Mayor to do so I heard that Mayor had not done so, he’s 
been working with them but he didn’t actually… 

Mayor “Yeah because we were checking off the stuff…”  

Attorney Griffin “He didn’t actually issue the temporary suspension that the council had directed him to 
do on 1/27.”  

Mayor “And so Mr. Mayor could you do that?”  

Attorney Griffin “ Because that vote was for the Mayor to give a temporary suspension to Campus Edge 
until 2,4,6,7&8 were complied with and approved by the city engineering.” 

Mayor “And now what I’m hearing are things in addition to 2, 4, 6, 7 & 8 and we were on a checklist on 
those so”  

Attorney Griffin “ Yes so, and their question was whether or not they could do X over here now… and I’m 
saying ABC and D weren’t done to begin with, so you have a choice on the original issues, and you can 
wrap everything into that, because part of that was until you have drawings approved by the City 
engineer which would include a satisfactory and you can do a cease and desist on Campus Edge- for the 
Mayor’s failure to act on that if that was your decision to do so or you can direct the Mayor again to 
actually do it this time and add the other things to it.”   

CC Randle “So the question isn’t about the cease and desist, the question is about he mentioned how the 
detention pond doesn’t have the pump and they need a temporary pump and I was asking we can make a 
directive for them to get a temporary pump.” 

Attorney Griffin “ The Mayor could, you could ask the Mayor to do so, the City Council doesn’t have any 
authority to do anything unless and until the Mayor doesn’t act.” 

Attorney Griffin “So one of the things that was included is what he’s talking about today. Number two in 
the original report was there’s no existing roadside drainage, and the drawings need to be more specific 
on drainage flows- oh wait that one of things you said they need to do. Okay so then, the pump for the 
retention pond discharge appears to be undersized, the discharge route from the detention discharge is 
not shown.” 
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Trilogy “ No she’s saying in the designs, the design the only drawing are talking about the capacity of the 
pump… so we set that one aside because they’re going to redesign it.” 

Attorney Griffin “ So that was included in your January 27th motion for the Mayor to complete at that time 
under the temporary suspension then he’s temporarily suspend all CFO’s in writing to them until such 
time as and that’s number 4 out of this list are complied with and have approved drawings by the city 
engineer. They still don’t have that, so it’s up to you how you respond to that.” 

CC Rowland “Mr. Mayor did we send out the items that the Attorney just talked about, and have been 
sent to Campus Edge?” 

Mayor “No because those things were being done, that’s what me and the engineer  met with them on. 
See there’s some other things that came up tonight that weren’t in that.” 

CC Rowland “No they were stop saying it’s something… so we’re asking in January we outlined four 
things…” 

CC Randle “You didn’t do any of them? 

CC Rowland “That we are asking the Mayor to do a temporary suspension on CO’s until they got these 
four things fixed. One of the issues prior to the four things have been in the drawings but she just listed 
the four things and all of them haven’t been fixed. So the question is, even in after January then did we 
send out the letter saying ‘you’re temporary’ because the only things have been sent out that we know 
officially that we have documents for is the cease and desist of Panther Hill… and that’s because the 
Attorney did that.” 

 Mayor “Well Counselor, can you assist us with this because there’s just so much stuff in here that, I would 
appreciate it?” 

Attorney Griffin “Okay, so if you’re looking to do the temporary suspension and want us to assist with the 
letter for that and under the same numbers for the original report”  

CC Rowland “And we want to include the temporary pump…”  

Trilogy “And in the list station we just.. we don’t want the drawings. I mean what are we looking for.  

CC Rowland “And the lift station, but it goes back to the original we have not got a good set of drawings 
with everything on it. So all we’ve done is segregating these one or two three things when it should all be 
done.”  

Mayor “And we can blame that on our former engineers, they were engineers for a few months on this 
thing and didn’t point out to us what Trilogy is pointing out. And like you said we paid them, it’s not that 
we didn’t have one, we had one that obviously didn’t function well.”  

CC Randle “Can we be sure that we got everything for the letter… so we good on that?”  

CC Rowland “And we got the lift station.” 

Attorney Griffin “ Yep so we’re going to do the same thing we going to the temporary suspension of CFO’s 
until 2,4,6,7,8 are complied with the approved drawings by the City engineer plus they need approved 
drawings in their lift station. Plus in the meantime until they get this all corrected with the drawings they 
need to put in temporary pumps to address the current situation with the full drainage.”  

CC Rowland “The question we were supposed to get, that’s not necessarily connected to the temporary…”  
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Attorney Griffin “Yeah, Yeah so while they’re getting approval on their drawings for the long- term 
detention you’re asking that they be directed to put in temporary pumps to alleviate the current situation 
that you’re both pointing out. “ 

CC Randle “Last question, we talked about the temporary suspension… 

Attorney Griffin “Temporary suspension of the issuance of certificates of occupancy your original order 
said no one there had to move out but no one in.”  

CC Randle “So that is the temporary one, so we have- we can’t issue anymore CO’s and then no one else 
can move into the building that already has a CO. Just want some clarification.” 

Trilogy “ You may want to consider adding also to the letter, I know its getting long but add to the letter- 
for them to provide you any paperwork they have that demonstrates that they were working this issue 
out here with Txdot.”  

Attorney Griffin “Oh yeah, forgot about that one, and that was regarding the discharge pattern correct.”  

Trilogy “ On Panther Hill there was the issue with the detention pond again they just stated that they’re 
going to redesign that and then out that in- they are using that temporary pond I’ve seen it… but they 
have been pumping it down- that thing is loud but it gets the job done.” 

CC Randle “ I’m just going to ask this question for the sake of time, we’ve already issued a cease and 
desist for Panther Hill- and this is just a suggestion or question, have they come into compliance on the 
issues that we’ve addressed? 

Attorney Griffin “ So So, let’s keep in mind what the cease and desist is for- they can’t continue 
construction, now you still have people in other buildings and you had originally chosen not to displace 
any people- if this continues for a longer period of time you may want to morph into ‘you can’t enter any 
new leases’. So think about other options as you move forward, because technically you could kick 
everybody out of there- but that’s not your intention, because of the students…get that.. but at some 
point of they don’t start moving..” 

Mayor “Let me ask this, the two issues correct if I’m wrong that were ordinance violation that had to do 
with detention/ retention pond, and the swimming pool..” 

Trilogy “Correct.”  

Attorney Griffin “No, No” Mayor “Well you had meeting, well those are the two ordinance violations 
situations that we talked about.  

Attorney “No we definitely talked about those, but the basis for the cease and desist was the fact they 
didn’t have any approved civil engineering plans. So based it on that, although there were many other 
things discussed they based it on the civil engineering drawings.”  

CC Rowland “Do we currently have approved drawings for Panther Hill?”  

Trilogy “Yes” 

CC Rowland “Signed off by you, signed off by…”  

Trilogy “Oh no sorry, we currently have stamped and dated drawings, but approved plans no.” 

CC Rowland “Okay so this is what we got into last time, because we were trying to pick all these things but 
we could just use not having stand approved plans- civil plans. So the question is- like the Mayor was 
saying he’s trying to go through a checklist to give to them to say ‘ hey we need to do this’, but they 
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already know but part of this is a task infertilities because they already know that we’ve asked for the 
plans time and time again we haven’t received them.” 

CC Randle “So we already know where we are in the process, we know what the issues are- so where do 
we go? Is the next step sending another letter saying ‘hey you have X amount of time to come into 
compliance or…” 

Attorney Griffin “Well you can’t put the pump in until the drawings are approved, so let’s be clear.” 

Mayor “And then the temporary pumps is what we telling Campus Edge to do..” 

CC Rowland “We’re saying the drawings aren’t approved, we not even talking about pumps, we not even 
talking about all these other things. We are talking about this basic fact that we don’t have approved 
plans. And so if that’s saying that we get those plans and that we give our engineer, and whoever else 
need to look at the utility plans so many days to receive them because they’re saying- they’re not even 
coming to the table…” 

Mayor “I thought he said he had plans”  

Trilogy “We have stamped and dated plans, those plans following our review…” 

CC Wallace “It’s not approved by them.”  

Attorney “Approved by the cities engineers” 

Mayor “Okay. The next step is since you are the approver, are they working with you to do the things that 
need to be done?”  

Trilogy “They’re working with us but they are not done yet.” 

Mayor “Okay then they’re not done.” 

CC Jones “ Also a sense of urgency, we can keep playing this game and saying ‘okay we’ll come back in two 
weeks’  but that Council Member- Judge Randle brought up a valid point in which what is the next step? 
So what is the certain amount that would be adequate that work with you- to get the plans approved? 

Trilogy “To get the plans approved correct. It’s not going to get a pump put in.”  

CC Jones “ We not asking for that.” 

CC Randle “ At this point we just need progress, we need to see..” 

Trilogy “ Well they made progress on the swimming pool- I can attest to that.” 

CC Jones “ Okay so if we don’t see that you signed off on the plans within 45 days that means that Counsel 
would then move to the actions of not renewing any leases, for the upcoming year.” 

CC Randle “ So that goes back to my previous statement, since they have already come to the table we 
don’t have to send the letter- the letter was to bring them to the table, so since they’re already at the 
table trying to get things right, we don’t have to send the letter. Now if that changes, then we take 
different steps. But now the whole point from the beginning of this is trying to get them to the table, so 
now we finally got them to the table- in the event that their willingness to get things right changes…”  

CC Randle “So understand what the letter, the letter is saying ‘if you don’t do this- this happens’ but 
they’re already in the process of doing this.” 

CC Rowland “So not an additional letter, what we found which is part of the problem- we wanted some 
effort that they were going to do right. What I found on the cease and desist and why I asked for it to be 
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back on the agenda- and why I asked for copy of it to be put in everyone’s box. It wasn’t until we got to 
this process and the Attorney was doing the research, that we found that they had sold the property half 
the property to another company that they opened within 40 days. Which means that all the blocking and 
things that’s been going on- us saying two weeks, a month, was done intentionally to be sold to another 
company. Now the question is could that have happened if it wasn’t platted- the company just came up 
forty days ago. So when we issued this that would have been in thirty days- which means 1/1 they were 
opening a new company, that’s why I got two names on there. We’ve been talking about Borne properties 
Inc. they opened another company called PV Apartments Inc.”  

Mayor “ So if the cease and desist is on the property, does it matter who the owner is? 

Attorney Griffin “ Yes,’’ 

CC Randle “ So we need to issue another cease and desist to them…” 

CC Rowland “ Yeah she caught it, but what I’m saying is when we talk about- if we step back and talk 
about all the connections, just like one of the issues with the bill- no I wont give that example but there’s 
the address, the registered person-  they opened another property, same address same person as the 
agent. I don’t know what they’re tried to do- but again they opened another company, so half the building 
to another person same address and registered. Should that to sell that property it should’ve been platted 
first and did that happen? And the we talk about why did they do that, and again we have a number of 
bills that haven’t been paid – things that haven’t been paid. So we got to start connecting the dots if we 
step back, we got water bill, we got all the labor that going on. So again I’m saying they want, they have 
to come to the table I’m assuming. So my question is, is their intent make good? We not trying to force 
anybody out of business, but when they do stuff like this-  like we caught this because of the cease and 
desist, we didn’t know this.”  

Mayor “ But we would never catch that on a private property, for example we never caught it when they 
bought it.” 

Attorney Griffin “ So let me be clear about what happened  here, they didn’t sell off half of their buildings 
but their property has always been at two separate properties- the detention pond is in the original name 
and the apartments were sold off. So the apartment you have on your water bill for example- is the 
detention pond. So it’s one of the things that your engineer is going to tell you- they’re not going to get 
approved drawings based on their detention plan. Until they replat the property, because you can’t you 
cant have your detention on a separate parcel owned  by a separate person. I mean you can ask him.”  

Trilogy “ You cant have it. You have to replat the property and it has to be one.” 

CC Randle “So the question remains the same, where are we going moving forward? We’ve identified the 
issue, another issue, so… Councilman Rowland… where?” 

CC Rowland “  She caught it only because, what I’m saying is they didn’t come in intentionally or try to 
make good- we keep giving them the benefit of the doubt, we wanted them at the table,  but the question 
is are they truly at the table and trying to work through the issues. We’ve been asking for the number one 
reason why they have a cease and desist is civil engineering plans. This project is over two years..” 

CC Rowland “So the next thing needs to be either we’re going to revoke CO’s, we revoke leases. Or we go 
to the next part that needs to be in a letter- that needs to be an additional letter because we haven’t had 
a follow up.  

CC Wallace “ I’m about to settle it, the biggest issue we have been talking about is that it needs to be 
approved, the structural civil engineering plan- that’s number one. You said they can get it done in 45 
days, correct? So I say, because we know what the pattern is and why we keep coming back to this is 
we’re going to put the pressure on them to act in the compliance so that those that are living there are 
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staying in a place that they know- that the engineering plan is there, I say we go for what we know is 
going to make move, which is the leases. So is say- I move that in 45 days they need to come into 
compliance with the- or having the city engineer approve of their plans and if not we block them from 
having leases renewed.” 

*CC Wallace motion that was second by CC Rowland that in days they need to come into 
compliance or having the city engineer approve of their plans and if not, we block them from 
having leases renewed. 

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
__Opposed CC Randle   __Y__ Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 

Motion passed 

Mayor “ We got a motion on the floor, its been properly moved and seconded that if they don’t come into 
compliance in 45 days you disallow their leases? Am I right?” 

CC Randle “ I’m confused about their state of action because this action isn’t action, we could just wait 45 
days and they don’t have approval we could just go with the next step we’re wasting money basically to 
draft another letter that’s says something- we don’t have to say anything. We are giving them time and if 
we’re saying go and give them 45 days- why not just wait 45 days and if we don’t have it revoke the CO’s.  

CC Rowland “From my unreadiness was that us saying because we have not threatened an action- over 
these months of conversation. I would think that’s why he suggested that we do that. 

CC Jones “ So how would they know in the 45 days to bring us something or the action is going to be 
taking place.” 

CC Randle “ They know, they know they needed to have these civil engineering plans two years ago, why 
do we need to tell them, either they are going to willingly do it so it goes back to what Councilman 
Rowland says about deception. Either they are going to willingly do it or they’re not going to willingly do 
it.”  

CC Jones “Or we put a time on it and I like the motion that we just made, so I call for the question.” 

Mayor “ Opposed have the same right”  

CC Randle “oppose” 

Mayor “ I’s have it, Anything else with Mr. Underwood” 

CC Rowland “ And so are we positioned – and I know we still got some other items, are we positioned, like 
we shouldn’t have to be playing defense in a property to a developer in our community that we want to 
be successful- and for the record to show we want them to be successful, but for them to so the blatant 
things day after day- playing this little circle that’s not genuine.”  

CC Rowland “ And so the question is are we setup- and this can be a question for the engineer or the 
question for Attorney Griffin based upon the things that has happened, based upon our cease and desist 
and the letter we sent out on the 29th , where are we positions – I mean they owe us in a number of 
different sections, of bills and costs, and if we start talking.. like what are we… what do we do I guess?” 

Attorney Griffin “ So let me be clear, if you’re not willing to displace your students you are where you are. 
I mean that’s a choice that you’re making out of good conscience- I understand 100% why you’re doing 
that. I mean your actual action is to pull everything and say ‘shut down’. To red tag them as JJ would say 
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and literally shut them down. And I don’t know whose got you over a barrel here because I don’t think 
you’re willing to do that.”  

CC Rowland “ Mr. Mayor what if the current things that you’ve- the current engagement that you’ve had 
let’s just say the last 30 days. You represent the city, are we moving in a direction, based upon the 
information- I don’t know if you’ve heard it for the first time or if you knew about it, are we moving in the 
direction that can get the movement that counsel and the city is looking for in the next 45- is there any 
suggestions that you want us to do. Because you’re the one handling the day-to-day… 

Mayor “Let me answer that, I see the point let me answer it, on Campus Edge counsel said they need to at 
least get a temporary pump at  Panther hill they’re already doing a temporary pump and they have 
represented to our city engineer Mr. Underwood  that they’re ordering- I guess they have to be built and 
it takes a while or something.., so USW is telling us it’s going to take a minute but we do know… and most 
of that- because I thought they had one because I’ve seen one, I didn’t know it was temporary, I don’t 
know anything about those things but they’ve been pumping theirs out which is exactly what we said we 
want Campus Edge to do. So with the engineer telling us that they are working on those things and they 
have had progress- I think we’re saying as though he didn’t say that- so they are moving in  the direction 
that you said you wanted. What?” 

Mayor “ Okay. And so the approval is from Mr. Underwood and the approval is based on them doing the 
things and he says they’re working on it. Tell him what you’re asking for.” 

CC Rowland “ Mister, we have asked Mr. Underwood how many times- how many sets of plans has he 
received.. he’s going to tell you several, so I mean I thought you were going to- Again we have been 
having a good meeting. I thought you were going to reassure us but you just went back to doing the same 
thing. We asked- we talked about the civil plans that we should have because you engaged with the 
developer day-to-day can you- do you think that the things we put in place is going to help benefit the city 
in general moving forward?” 

CC Jones “ So did we cover ‘g’ Mr. Underwood?” 

CC Randle “ Actually, I got a question and its about the gates, is because the gates have been making a lot 
of movement but we don’t know where they are in that process.” 

Trilogy “ So we did have a meeting with LJA to talk about the issues that have over there which are 
primarily detention.” 

Mayor “ And for the record this is LJA representing the gates not where they are representing the city”  

Trilogy “ Correct, the issue that they’re drawing to is that there  no detention at all. So they are looking for 
alternative measures to deal with this particular matter” 

CC Randle “ So how did they- how are they coming into construction without approved plans?” 

Trilogy “ So we gave them a conditional approval”  

CC Randle “ So wait when you do that, so we talked about the detention and how they get in and out 
of….? 

Trilogy “ Yeah so we did. let me go to my… I think the roadways are through the neighborhood… 

CC Rowland “ And so with this- with Txdot do we have a letter, do we have anything saying there’s going 
to be an easement or a right of way. And so I would ask that even on the gates if we, we need to- we 
don’t want to be in the situation we have with Panther hill and Campus Edge letting a project move 
forward and then, if they’re going back through the same thing. The engineering for them was the 
engineer for the city on two other projects- they should know better. For them to try and then….” 
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CC Randle “ Where I was going with that, is I can speak for myself and city council that we don’t want 
them building apartments where the entry way and exit way are screwed up through a neighborhood.” 

CC Jones “Yeah nobody does.” 

Mayor “ Then lets take it one step further, Counsel we need you to get with this engineer and take a look 
at that and see based on what they bought, when they bought,  and what it was zoned for what are 
options are or aren’t.” 

CC Randle “ We can’t control what they do with the property, but we can control what they do with the 
entrance.” 

Mayor “ Well yeah I don’t know, but streets on both ends run into that property that much I do know, so 
that’s why we should let legal take a look at it.” 

Attorney Griffin “We can have a conversation, because I’m not familiar with the gates at all.” 

CC Rowland “ Even with a conditional approval, we should have made them do a traffic.. study”  

Attorney “ A traffic impact analysis”  

CC Rowland “Yeah, impact analysis the traffic because again if they’re using two streets that one street 
ain’t even open right now. The other street you got to go through a whole neighborhood right so I’m 
saying what is the conditional permit for, because we don’t want to be 90 days from now- they have full 
development- what is the conditional approval for? 

Trilogy “ So let me tell you how we got to that conditional approval, it was brought to our attention that 
in the absence of having the conditional approval their financing would be lost and entire project would 
be gone.”  

Mayor “For the second time.”  

Trilogy “ For the second time, so what we said to them was that we don’t see any of these issues that are 
insurmountable- here are the things you need to agree to do and if you agree to those things then we can 
issue a conditional approval.”  

CC Randle “ We need to add that traffic, that traffic- that’s major.” 

CC Rowland “So have we gotten- the things they agreed to have you gotten those back?” 

Trilogy “We are working on those, including the detention pond and all of that. We’ve come up with 2 
scenarios by which they may or may not need it.” 

CC Rowland “And on the traffic thing, the thing that the mayor talked about- about Txdot and all of them. 
These are things that we want to happen- have they approved this? Because they are betting on two 
things Txdot giving approval on an access road and I’m assuming another outlet coming around the loop 
which is also Txdot. So have they either gotten an easement from the people who own the property 
around the loop or have we gotten a letter from Txdot on the other side- and we could be working with 
them but it just seems like none of that has moved.” 

Attorney Griffin “Yeah so let me work with the City engineer on that, I don’t believe that this is zoned 
under a special use permit- I don’t believe you have any zoning conditions on the fact that they can build 
an apartment complex here. And I don’t know how much control you have on traffic when it had original 
multifamily jurisdictional zoning there- which I don’t know this project, so I cant tell you. So let us get 
together, you may have no control over that traffic.  
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Trilogy “ So our review is really about capacity and ability. We like- like she said if it’s not zoned to stop 
them. Then the question we have to answer is, can those roadways address the capacity that they’re 
talking about?” 

Mayor “ The one thing I talked to David Peters, you engineer about was something to run on the East side 
of the Gates property down to and connect to Phillips street or something. Through the owners of that 
property so now the owners be more open receptive to- because they’re trying to open their own thing as 
well. So its been being worked on but this stuff takes a long time the gates were shut down for 8-9 
months for losing their financing the first time so there’s been nobody to talk to. But now they’re up and 
working under conditional- and again we’ll have to pick up on what your engineers’ feels.” 

Trilogy “ The permit allows them to start construction because of some/ all the things – well not all of 
them, we reviewed the things their initial drawings 80% of the comments were on water sewer which 
they did not even there yet. So they just wanted get started, now the big thing  was detention because it 
didn’t show it on the drawings at all. So our conditional approval was based on what we saw on paper on 
the drawings only. And the drawings were satisfactory such that they could go ahead and get started and 
the issues that we did find we didn’t see them as being insurmountable- the water sewer detention, 
they’ve got two options to deal with that.  

Trilogy “ Well no, there’s this issue of this other road brought up in terms of additional access.” 

CC Rowland “ Well we haven’t, so I’m saying that would be an issue, when does that come up so we can 
think that- it’s going to be the option to alleviating that us dedicating a road, getting the right of way that 
whole process. Why aren’t we talking about that?”  

Mayor “ Well we will have the engineer look into it, that’s what you just heard me talking to him. We’re 
going to go back and revisit it because they had shut down so now they have to get back up- we’ll take 
another look at that.” 

Trilogy “ What we can do, maybe this will help sort of smooth things along- we can give a full report 
specific to the gates next week in terms of conditions of approval, what was in that- what wasn’t. What 
are the options for access we can give a full report on that  next council meeting. That’ll give you and I a 
chance to talk about some things. Because I just I’m concerned about saying they can’t drive through the 
neighborhood- that’s a concern.” 

CC Jones “ Okay, so that was ‘h’ so are we done with ‘h’ and can we move on? 

CC Rowland “Is there anything else that you had on the gates, USW?  

USW “ Yes, actually we have sorry for my tardiness I had a meeting. I had to drive all the way from the 
East side to the West side. So yes, we did meet with the developers over there at the gates on 2/21st. They 
did have their civil utility drawings, but they didn’t have a copy for us to review. So they told us they 
would email us over a copy- which is fine so we’re just waiting to get that copy. One of the things that was 
discussed during the meeting is that they wanted a six inch meter installed to supply water for some sub 
meters so that’s definitely something we are going to have to look at when we look at the drawings- to 
make sure there are no restrictions or any type of water loss or anything like that and then something else 
that was mentioned that they have planned on tying into a sanitary manhole that gravity flows to Dooly 
road lift station and that going to be another concern for the amount of housing that will be on this 
development- that’s a lot of flow particularly this hole is 3 ft deep and so that’s not a whole of capacity for 
that amount of flow.” 

Mayor “ So do they need build a manhole-is that what it takes to correct or to shift that?” 

USW “So like I said, we haven’t really reviewed the drawings yet but so we want to see if they said its 
going to flow to this manhole- we don’t know if it’s a lift station that’s going to pump over to this 
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manhole, its going to be gravity to the manhole – so these are things we are going to have to work 
through with the contractor.” 

CC Rowland “I know we had the conversation with other- Nick Houston we’re talking about expanding 
water wells and lift stations in Prairie View. And the question is on these new developments when we get 
further opportunities to pre plan, we can make this same investment infrastructure that we would 
normally do or go after grand funding to offset some costs and help with that development. Is this 
something that we’re talking about are we still kind of…” 

USW “ I know exactly where we are going with that, so yes that something that we would recommend is 
that whether they put it in a lift station or want to do gravity flow that they tie in directly with Dooly road 
lift station. Dooly road lift station has the capacity for a third pump so that’s something we would try to 
get them to pay for.” 

Mayor “ Now didn’t you say that they would be tying it into now but you say rather the straight line 
another straight line rather than the other main line into Dooly.” 

USW “ Right now they would be tying it to a sanitary manhole, that gravity feeds to Dooley, which is the 
capacity of that manhole is 100 gallons so….” 

Mayor “ So you’ll check to see what the other options is, once you get the plans? Now one thing that 
Mr.Bostick is bringing up for Counsel, where he referenced they didn’t have a set of plans for him, we 
don’t have anything saying they’re supposed to. So we’ve always requested to the Bureau Veritas and one 
for the civil engineer. Mr. Bostick and USW is somewhat of a recent addition and ordinances have not 
been updated to say we want four set of plans, two for the inspectors, one for them and one for you. 
Because you’ve been having to circle back, because that’s only because you weren’t formally in the 
process because they had someone in-house kind of do that. I’m looking at it so in order to correct that 
we need to update whatever the respective ordinances is so that with the permits, people know we need 
whatever set of plans you need that water plumbing lines or whatever and what you and trilogy need.” 

USW “ That would definitely speed up the process, that way we are not waiting on Trilogy…” 

Mayor “ Yeah they come in come to you, just like they go to the other.” 

CC Randle “ Can we put that on the next agenda? Thank you” 

USW “And that’s all we have for right now, but we will have more to report on the gates for the next 
meeting. We should receive those drawings hopefully this week.” 

g. Possible determination and action regarding whether a permit or certificate has been 
issued in error or on the basis of incorrect information or non-compliance with the City’s 
Ordinance for Panther Hills Apartments, Campus Edge Apartments or the Gates of 
Prairie View; 

  

h. Possible determination and action regarding non-compliance with material term, 
condition, or requirements of City’s Ordinance for Panther Hills Apartments, Campus 
Edge Apartments or the Gates of Prairie View 

 
22. CC Jones motioned that was second by CC Rowland to approve Black Dollar Block Party for 

Black History Month at the City Hall Lawn on February 29th, 2020 @ 1:00 p.m. 

__Y__CC Rowland   __Y__CC Jones 
__Y__CC Randle   __Abstain Williams 

    Y     CC Wallace 

Motion passed 
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Mayor “Motion passed. New Park and trails so we talked about it before, so I’m going to skip to 
23 and go to 24: Discuss pledge and security listing, that was where I took a look typically the FDIC 
insures $250,000, I don’t know if that’s per account or per entity but I know we got a few accounts 
at Prosperity worth more than that. I know there’s some bond thing but what I thought about was 
to have our city Attorneys being as proficient as they have, to take a look at it to make sure when 
dignified…” 

 

23. Mayor motioned to skip New Parks, Trails, Open Space in Prairie View and Waller County 

Master Plan 
 

24. Discuss Pledge Security Listing Jan. 31, 2020 Prosperity Bank 

Mayor “ Hold on let me finish, I want out city Attorneys to take a look at it because like our 

ordinances it wouldn’t be the first time that we can improve on something. Yes Mr.Johnson ?” 

Mr. Johnson “ Per your current financial policy this for TML also we require our depository to 

102% and that’s what they’re pledging here 102% and so this right here meets all the 

requirements city is fully collateralized which is…” 

Mayor “ Great I just need you to copy me on that pledge to the City Attorney so that they can.. 

yeah no that’s good.. its done. Anything else Councilmen?” 

Mayor “ Done” 

New Business (Future Agenda Items) 
 
• Requests by Mayor and Councilmembers that items are placed on a future City Council agenda. 

 
CC Jones motioned that was second by CC Randle to Adjourn @ 9:20 p.m. 
 

I, the undersigned authority do hereby certify that the above Notice and Agenda of the Regular Meeting 
of the governing body of the City of Prairie View is a true and correct copy of said Notice and said Notice 
was posted on the City Hall front door, a place convenient and readily accessible to the general public at 
all times; said Notice was posted on Friday, February 21, 2020 by 5:00 p.m., and remained so posted 
continuously for at least 72 hours preceding the scheduled time for said meeting.  The Notice and 
Agenda was also posted on the City’s website at http://www.prairieviewtexas.gov 

 
Dated this the day of February 21st, 2020 
 

By:  Allison Bynum___ 

       Allison Bynum/City Secretary  
 

http://www.prairieviewtexas.gov/

